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library(haven)
library(dplyr)

##
## Attaching package: 'dplyr'

## The following objects are masked from 'package:stats':
##
##

filter, lag

## The following objects are masked from 'package:base':
##
##

intersect, setdiff, setequal, union

arrests_2012 <- read_dta("ICPSR_35019/DS0001/35019-0001-Data.dta") #nationwide cr
ime data for all ages, 2012
arrests_2012 <- dplyr::rename(arrests_2012, CNTY_POP = CPOPARST, TOT_CRIMES = P1T
OT, VLNT_CRIMES = P1VLNT, PROP_CRIMES = P1PRPTY) #changing a few names
arrests_2012 <- subset(arrests_2012, select =
c(FIPS_ST, FIPS_CTY, CNTY_POP, TOT_CRIMES, VLNT_CRIMES, PROP_CRIMES)) #remo
ving unwanted columns
arrests_2012$CRIMES_PERCAP <- arrests_2012$TOT_CRIMES/arrests_2012$CNTY_POP #addi
ng a column showing per capita crime rates
arrests_2012$VLNT_PERCAP <- arrests_2012$VLNT_CRIMES/arrests_2012$CNTY_POP #addin
g a column showing per capita violent crime rates
arrests_2012$PROP_PERCAP <- arrests_2012$PROP_CRIMES/arrests_2012$CNTY_POP #addin
g a column showing per capita property crime rates
arrests_2012 <- subset(arrests_2012, CNTY_POP != 0) #removing zero-population cou
nties

#same processes for 2016 data
arrests_2016 <- read_dta("ICPSR_37059/DS0001/37059-0001-Data.dta")
arrests_2016 <- dplyr::rename(arrests_2016, CNTY_POP = CPOPARST, TOT_CRIMES = P1T
OT, VLNT_CRIMES = P1VLNT, PROP_CRIMES = P1PRPTY)
arrests_2016 <- subset(arrests_2016, select =
c(FIPS_ST, FIPS_CTY, CNTY_POP, TOT_CRIMES, VLNT_CRIMES, PROP_CRIMES))
arrests_2016$CRIMES_PERCAP <- (arrests_2016$TOT_CRIMES/arrests_2016$CNTY_POP)
arrests_2016$VLNT_PERCAP <- arrests_2016$VLNT_CRIMES/arrests_2016$CNTY_POP
arrests_2016$PROP_PERCAP <- arrests_2016$PROP_CRIMES/arrests_2016$CNTY_POP
arrests_2016 <- subset(arrests_2016, CNTY_POP != 0)

library(stringr)
#removing Louisiana from both sets
arrests_2016 <- subset(arrests_2016, FIPS_ST != 22)
arrests_2012 <- subset(arrests_2012, FIPS_ST != 22)

#new column for year status (2012 [before exp] = 1, 2016 [after exp] = 2)
arrests_2016$AFTER_EXP <- 2
arrests_2012$AFTER_EXP <- 1

#creating new column (for setting expansion status)
arrests_2016$EXPANSION_STATUS <- arrests_2016$FIPS_ST
arrests_2012$EXPANSION_STATUS <- arrests_2012$FIPS_ST
#setting status as 1 for non-expansion states, 2 for expansion states in both set
s
arrests_2016 <- arrests_2016 %>%
mutate(EXPANSION_STATUS = if_else(str_detect(FIPS_ST,
"(1|12|13|16|20|23|28|29|31|37|40|45|46|47|48|50|51|55|56)$"), 1, 2))
arrests_2012 <- arrests_2012 %>%
mutate(EXPANSION_STATUS = if_else(str_detect(FIPS_ST,
"(1|12|13|16|20|23|28|29|31|37|40|45|46|47|48|50|51|55|56)$"), 1, 2))

#combining state and county fips codes
colnames(arrests_2012)[colnames(arrests_2012) == "FIPS_ST"] <- "FIPS"
arrests_2012$FIPS <- sprintf("%02d", arrests_2012$FIPS)
arrests_2012$FIPS_CTY <- sprintf("%03d", arrests_2012$FIPS_CTY)
arrests_2012$FIPS <- paste0(arrests_2012$FIPS, arrests_2012$FIPS_CTY)
arrests_2012 <- subset(arrests_2012, select = -c(FIPS_CTY))

#same for 2016
colnames(arrests_2016)[colnames(arrests_2016) == "FIPS_ST"] <- "FIPS"
arrests_2016$FIPS <- sprintf("%02d", arrests_2016$FIPS)
arrests_2016$FIPS_CTY <- sprintf("%03d", arrests_2016$FIPS_CTY)
arrests_2016$FIPS <- paste0(arrests_2016$FIPS, arrests_2016$FIPS_CTY)
arrests_2016 <- subset(arrests_2016, select = -c(FIPS_CTY))

#ensuring that all data are numeric (minus AFTER_EXP and EXPANSION_STATUS)
arrests_2012$FIPS <- as.numeric(arrests_2012$FIPS)
arrests_2016$FIPS <- as.numeric(arrests_2016$FIPS)
arrests_2016$AFTER_EXP <- as.factor(arrests_2016$AFTER_EXP)
arrests_2012$AFTER_EXP <- as.factor(arrests_2012$AFTER_EXP)
arrests_2016$EXPANSION_STATUS <- as.factor(arrests_2016$EXPANSION_STATUS)
arrests_2012$EXPANSION_STATUS <- as.factor(arrests_2012$EXPANSION_STATUS)

sapply(arrests_2012, class)

##

FIPS

CRIMES

CNTY_POP

CRIMES_PERCAP

TOT_CRIMES

VLNT_PERCAP

PROP_PERCAP

VLNT_CRIMES

PROP_

AFTER_EXP EXPANS

ION_STATUS
##

"numeric"

meric"

"numeric"

"numeric"

"numeric"

"numeric"

"numeric"

"numeric"

"nu

"factor"

"factor"

sapply(arrests_2016, class)

##

FIPS

CRIMES

CRIMES_PERCAP

CNTY_POP

TOT_CRIMES

VLNT_PERCAP

PROP_PERCAP

VLNT_CRIMES

PROP_

AFTER_EXP EXPANS

ION_STATUS
##

"numeric"

meric"

"numeric"

"numeric"

"numeric"

"numeric"

"numeric"

"numeric"

"nu

"factor"

"factor"

#showing summaries of 2012 data as an example
head(arrests_2012)

## # A tibble: 6 x 10
##

FIPS CNTY_POP TOT_CRIMES VLNT_CRIMES PROP_CRIMES CRIMES_PERCAP VLNT_PERCAP

PROP_PERCAP AFTER_EXP EXPANSION_STATUS
##

<dbl>

<dbl> <fct>
## 1

1001

0.00367 1
## 2

1003

0.00299 1
## 3

1005

0.00397 1
## 4

1007

0.00271 1
## 5

1009

0.00112 1
## 6

1011

0.00217 1

<dbl>

<dbl>

<dbl>

<dbl>

<dbl>

<dbl>

220

10

210

0.00385

0.000175

586

26

560

0.00313

0.000139

113

5

108

0.00415

0.000184

64

3

62

0.00279

0.000131

68

3

65

0.00117

0.0000518

24

1

23

0.00227

0.0000945

<fct>
57161
1
187467
1
27228
1
22907
1
57909
1
10584
1

summary(arrests_2012)

##

FIPS

RIMES

CNTY_POP

CRIMES_PERCAP

TOT_CRIMES
VLNT_PERCAP

VLNT_CRIMES

PROP_C

PROP_PERCAP

AFTER_EXP EX

PANSION_STATUS
##

Min.

:

0.0

: 1001
Min.

Min.

:

:0.000000

95

Min.

:

Min.

:0.0000000

11092

1st Qu.:

0.0
Min.

Min.

:

0.0

:0.000000

Min.

1:3072

1:

1786
##

1st Qu.:18157

u.:

16.0

1st Qu.:

1st Qu.:0.002270

22.0

1st Qu.:0.0003938

1st Qu.:

5.0

1st Q

1st Qu.:0.001634

2:1286
##

Median :30018

:

82.0

Median :0.004306

##

Mean

:30627

:
##
u.:
##

480.2

Mean

3rd Qu.:46028
312.0
Max.

:38524.0

Median :

Mean

: 100688

:0.004884
3rd Qu.:

Max.

Max.
:0.047924

Median :

106.0

Median :0.0008460

3rd Qu.:0.006861
:56045

25930

Mean

:

Mean

:0.0010566

66501

3rd Qu.:

Max.

Max.

632.1
Mean
391.0

Median

Mean

:

151.9

Mean

:0.003826
3rd Qu.:

69.0

3rd Q

3rd Qu.:0.005444

:67640.0

:0.0165929

19.0

Median :0.003341

3rd Qu.:0.0014377

:9980757

Median :

Max.

Max.

:29116.0

Max.

:0.046166

#creating four separate datasets, distinguished by year and expansion status
arrests_2012_expansion <- subset(arrests_2012, EXPANSION_STATUS == 2)
arrests_2012_nonexpansion <- subset(arrests_2012, EXPANSION_STATUS == 1)
arrests_2016_expansion <- subset(arrests_2016, EXPANSION_STATUS == 2)
arrests_2016_nonexpansion <- subset(arrests_2016, EXPANSION_STATUS == 1)

library(ggplot2)
ggplot(arrests_2012, aes(x = CNTY_POP, y = TOT_CRIMES)) +
geom_point(color = "blue") +
geom_smooth(method = "lm", color = "red") +
labs(title = "County Population v. Crime Rate: 2012") +
labs(x = "County Population", y = "Total Crimes 2012")

## `geom_smooth()` using formula 'y ~ x'

#creating a MATRIX holding the average per capita crime rate for each year
a <- sum(arrests_2012_expansion$TOT_CRIMES)/sum(arrests_2012_expansion$CNTY_POP)
b <- sum(arrests_2016_expansion$TOT_CRIMES)/sum(arrests_2016_expansion$CNTY_POP)
c <- sum(arrests_2012_nonexpansion$TOT_CRIMES)/sum(arrests_2012_nonexpansion$CNTY
_POP)
d <- sum(arrests_2016_nonexpansion$TOT_CRIMES)/sum(arrests_2016_nonexpansion$CNTY
_POP)
avgs_matrix <- matrix(c(a,b,c,d), 1, 4)
names(avgs_matrix) <- c("EXP_2012", "EXP_2016", "NONEXP_2012", "NONEXP_2016")

#barplot showing per capita crime rates in each of the four samples
barplot(avgs_matrix, main = "All samples: per capita crime rates",
names.arg =c("EXP_2012", "EXP_2016", "NONEXP_2012", "NONEXP_2016"))

p <- (avgs_matrix[1, 1] - avgs_matrix[1, 2])/(avgs_matrix[1, 1])
q <- (avgs_matrix[1, 3] - avgs_matrix[1, 4])/(avgs_matrix[1, 3])
paste("Across expansion states, the per capita crime rate decreased by", round(p,
digits = 3), "% from 2012 to 2016.")

## [1] "Across expansion states, the per capita crime rate decreased by 0.175 % f
rom 2012 to 2016."

paste("Across non-expansion states, the per capita crime rate decreased by", roun
d(q, digits = 3), "% from 2012 to 2016.")

## [1] "Across non-expansion states, the per capita crime rate decreased by 0.182
% from 2012 to 2016."

paste("Non-expansion states thus saw a greater decrease than expansion states in
per capita crime rates from 2012 to 2016. The decrease in non-expansion s
tates was", round(q/p, digits = 3), "times greater than the decrease seen
in expansion states.")

## [1] "Non-expansion states thus saw a greater decrease than expansion states in
per capita crime rates from 2012 to 2016. The decrease in non-expansion states wa
s 1.043 times greater than the decrease seen in expansion states."

#creating dataframes for all expansion data and all non-expansion data
exp_df <- rbind(arrests_2012_expansion, arrests_2016_expansion)
nonexp_df <- rbind(arrests_2012_nonexpansion, arrests_2016_nonexpansion)

#boxplots to show the per capita change
ggplot(exp_df, aes(x = AFTER_EXP, y = CRIMES_PERCAP)) +
geom_boxplot() +
ggtitle("Expansion states: per capita crime rates")

ggplot(nonexp_df, aes(x = AFTER_EXP, y = CRIMES_PERCAP)) +
geom_boxplot() +
ggtitle("Non-expansion states: per capita crime rates")

#expansion states linear regression
exp_lin.reg <- lm(CRIMES_PERCAP ~ AFTER_EXP, data = exp_df)
summary(exp_lin.reg)

##
## Call:
## lm(formula = CRIMES_PERCAP ~ AFTER_EXP, data = exp_df)
##
## Residuals:
##

Min

1Q

Median

3Q

Max

## -0.004645 -0.002422 -0.000385

0.001824

0.036531

##
## Coefficients:
##

Estimate Std. Error t value Pr(>|t|)

## (Intercept)

4.645e-03

9.413e-05

49.343

< 2e-16 ***

## AFTER_EXP2

-4.467e-04

1.331e-04

-3.357 0.000801 ***

## --## Signif. codes:

0 '***' 0.001 '**' 0.01 '*' 0.05 '.' 0.1 ' ' 1

##
## Residual standard error: 0.003376 on 2572 degrees of freedom
## Multiple R-squared:

0.004361,

Adjusted R-squared:

## F-statistic: 11.27 on 1 and 2572 DF,

0.003974

p-value: 0.0008008

#nonexpansion states linear regression
nonexp_lin.reg <- lm(CRIMES_PERCAP ~ AFTER_EXP, data = nonexp_df)
summary(nonexp_lin.reg)

##
## Call:
## lm(formula = CRIMES_PERCAP ~ AFTER_EXP, data = nonexp_df)
##
## Residuals:
##

Min

1Q

Median

3Q

Max

## -0.005057 -0.002580 -0.000528

0.001905

0.042868

##
## Coefficients:
##

Estimate Std. Error t value Pr(>|t|)

## (Intercept)

5.057e-03

8.516e-05

59.38

< 2e-16 ***

## AFTER_EXP2

-6.684e-04

1.204e-04

-5.55 3.06e-08 ***

## --## Signif. codes:

0 '***' 0.001 '**' 0.01 '*' 0.05 '.' 0.1 ' ' 1

##
## Residual standard error: 0.003599 on 3570 degrees of freedom
## Multiple R-squared:

0.008555,

Adjusted R-squared:

## F-statistic: 30.81 on 1 and 3570 DF,

0.008277

p-value: 3.061e-08

#creating a dataframe for all data from all four samples
agg_df <- rbind(exp_df, nonexp_df)

#creating an interaction term between expansion status and time for DiD analysis
agg_df$DiD <- (as.numeric(agg_df$AFTER_EXP))*(as.numeric(agg_df$EXPANSION_STATU
S))

#DiD analysis
fin_analysis <- lm(CRIMES_PERCAP ~ AFTER_EXP + EXPANSION_STATUS + DiD, data = agg
_df)
summary(fin_analysis)

##
## Call:
## lm(formula = CRIMES_PERCAP ~ AFTER_EXP + EXPANSION_STATUS + DiD,
##

data = agg_df)

##
## Residuals:
##

Min

1Q

Median

3Q

Max

## -0.005057 -0.002508 -0.000457

0.001870

0.042868

##
## Coefficients:
##

Estimate Std. Error t value Pr(>|t|)

## (Intercept)

0.0048348

0.0001612

29.984

< 2e-16 ***

-0.0008902

0.0002724

-3.268

0.00109 **

## EXPANSION_STATUS2 -0.0006335

0.0002868

-2.209

0.02721 *

## DiD

0.0001813

1.223

## AFTER_EXP2

0.0002217

0.22146

## --## Signif. codes:

0 '***' 0.001 '**' 0.01 '*' 0.05 '.' 0.1 ' ' 1

##
## Residual standard error: 0.003507 on 6142 degrees of freedom
## Multiple R-squared:

0.008699,

Adjusted R-squared:

## F-statistic: 17.97 on 3 and 6142 DF,

0.008215

p-value: 1.322e-11

#creating a MATRIX holding the average per capita violent crime rate for each yea
r
e <- sum(arrests_2012_expansion$VLNT_CRIMES)/sum(arrests_2012_expansion$CNTY_POP)
f <- sum(arrests_2016_expansion$VLNT_CRIMES)/sum(arrests_2016_expansion$CNTY_POP)
g <- sum(arrests_2012_nonexpansion$VLNT_CRIMES)/sum(arrests_2012_nonexpansion$CNT
Y_POP)
h <- sum(arrests_2016_nonexpansion$VLNT_CRIMES)/sum(arrests_2016_nonexpansion$CNT
Y_POP)
avgs_matrix.vlnt <- matrix(c(e,f,g,h), 1, 4)
names(avgs_matrix.vlnt) <- c("EXP_2012", "EXP_2016", "NONEXP_2012", "NONEXP_201
6")

#barplot showing per capita violent crime rates in each of the four samples
barplot(avgs_matrix.vlnt, main = "All samples: per capita violent crime rates",
names.arg =c("EXP_2012", "EXP_2016", "NONEXP_2012", "NONEXP_2016"))

r <- (avgs_matrix.vlnt[1, 1] - avgs_matrix.vlnt[1, 2])/(avgs_matrix.vlnt[1, 1])
s <- (avgs_matrix.vlnt[1, 3] - avgs_matrix.vlnt[1, 4])/(avgs_matrix.vlnt[1, 3])
paste("Across expansion states, the per capita violent crime rate decreased by",
round(r, digits = 3), "% from 2012 to 2016.")

## [1] "Across expansion states, the per capita violent crime rate decreased by
0.068 % from 2012 to 2016."

paste("Across non-expansion states, the per capita violent crime rate decreased b
y", round(s, digits = 3), "% from 2012 to 2016.")

## [1] "Across non-expansion states, the per capita violent crime rate decreased
by 0.032 % from 2012 to 2016."

paste("Expansion states thus saw a greater decrease than expansion states in per
capita violent crime rates from 2012 to 2016. The decrease in Expansion s
tates was", round(r/s, digits = 3), "times greater than the decrease seen
in expansion states.")

## [1] "Expansion states thus saw a greater decrease than expansion states in per
capita violent crime rates from 2012 to 2016. The decrease in Expansion states wa
s 2.087 times greater than the decrease seen in expansion states."

#boxplots to show the per capita change
ggplot(exp_df, aes(x = AFTER_EXP, y = VLNT_PERCAP)) +
geom_boxplot() +
ggtitle("Expansion states: per capita violent crime rates")

ggplot(nonexp_df, aes(x = AFTER_EXP, y = VLNT_PERCAP)) +
geom_boxplot() +
ggtitle("Non-expansion states: per capita violent crime rates")

#expansion states violent crime linear regression
exp_lin.reg.v <- lm(VLNT_PERCAP ~ AFTER_EXP, data = exp_df)
summary(exp_lin.reg.v)

##
## Call:
## lm(formula = VLNT_PERCAP ~ AFTER_EXP, data = exp_df)
##
## Residuals:
##

Min

1Q

Median

3Q

Max

## -0.0011459 -0.0007155 -0.0002436

0.0003364

0.0199372

##
## Coefficients:
##

Estimate Std. Error t value Pr(>|t|)

## (Intercept) 1.094e-03

3.386e-05

32.317

## AFTER_EXP2

4.787e-05

1.075

5.146e-05

<2e-16 ***
0.283

## --## Signif. codes:

0 '***' 0.001 '**' 0.01 '*' 0.05 '.' 0.1 ' ' 1

##
## Residual standard error: 0.001214 on 2572 degrees of freedom
## Multiple R-squared:

0.000449,

Adjusted R-squared:

## F-statistic: 1.155 on 1 and 2572 DF,

6.039e-05

p-value: 0.2825

#nonexpansion states violent crime linear regression
nonexp_lin.reg.v <- lm(VLNT_PERCAP ~ AFTER_EXP, data = nonexp_df)
summary(nonexp_lin.reg.v)

##
## Call:
## lm(formula = VLNT_PERCAP ~ AFTER_EXP, data = nonexp_df)
##
## Residuals:
##

Min

1Q

Median

3Q

Max

## -0.0010615 -0.0006039 -0.0001700

0.0004097

0.0105492

##
## Coefficients:
##

Estimate Std. Error t value Pr(>|t|)

## (Intercept) 1.029e-03

2.136e-05

48.205

## AFTER_EXP2

3.020e-05

1.062

3.207e-05

<2e-16 ***
0.288

## --## Signif. codes:

0 '***' 0.001 '**' 0.01 '*' 0.05 '.' 0.1 ' ' 1

##
## Residual standard error: 0.0009025 on 3570 degrees of freedom
## Multiple R-squared:

0.0003157,

Adjusted R-squared:

## F-statistic: 1.127 on 1 and 3570 DF,

p-value: 0.2884

3.566e-05

#creating a MATRIX holding the average per capita crime rate for each year
i <- sum(arrests_2012_expansion$PROP_CRIMES)/sum(arrests_2012_expansion$CNTY_POP)
j <- sum(arrests_2016_expansion$PROP_CRIMES)/sum(arrests_2016_expansion$CNTY_POP)
k <- sum(arrests_2012_nonexpansion$PROP_CRIMES)/sum(arrests_2012_nonexpansion$CNT
Y_POP)
l <- sum(arrests_2016_nonexpansion$PROP_CRIMES)/sum(arrests_2016_nonexpansion$CNT
Y_POP)
avgs_matrix.p <- matrix(c(i,j,k,l), 1, 4)
names(avgs_matrix.p) <- c("EXP_2012", "EXP_2016", "NONEXP_2012", "NONEXP_2016")

#barplot showing per capita crime rates in each of the four samples
barplot(avgs_matrix.p, main = "All samples: per capita property crime rates",
names.arg =c("EXP_2012", "EXP_2016", "NONEXP_2012", "NONEXP_2016"))

t <- (avgs_matrix.p[1, 1] - avgs_matrix.p[1, 2])/(avgs_matrix.p[1, 1])
u <- (avgs_matrix.p[1, 3] - avgs_matrix.p[1, 4])/(avgs_matrix.p[1, 3])
paste("Across expansion states, the per capita property crime rate decreased by",
round(t, digits = 3), "% from 2012 to 2016.")

## [1] "Across expansion states, the per capita property crime rate decreased by
0.214 % from 2012 to 2016."

paste("Across non-expansion states, the per capita property crime rate decreased
by", round(u, digits = 3), "% from 2012 to 2016.")

## [1] "Across non-expansion states, the per capita property crime rate decreased
by 0.218 % from 2012 to 2016."

paste("Non-expansion states thus saw a greater decrease than expansion states in
per capita property crime rates from 2012 to 2016. The decrease in non-ex
pansion states was", round(u/t, digits = 3), "times greater than the decr
ease seen in expansion states.")

## [1] "Non-expansion states thus saw a greater decrease than expansion states in
per capita property crime rates from 2012 to 2016. The decrease in non-expansion
states was 1.017 times greater than the decrease seen in expansion states."

#boxplots to show the per capita change
ggplot(exp_df, aes(x = AFTER_EXP, y = PROP_PERCAP)) +
geom_boxplot() +
ggtitle("Expansion states: per capita property crime rates")

ggplot(nonexp_df, aes(x = AFTER_EXP, y = PROP_PERCAP)) +
geom_boxplot() +
ggtitle("Non-expansion states: per capita property crime rates")

#expansion states property crime linear regression
exp_lin.reg.p <- lm(PROP_PERCAP ~ AFTER_EXP, data = exp_df)
summary(exp_lin.reg.p)

##
## Call:
## lm(formula = PROP_PERCAP ~ AFTER_EXP, data = exp_df)
##
## Residuals:
##

Min

1Q

Median

3Q

Max

## -0.0035492 -0.0019634 -0.0003494

0.0014171

0.0206549

##
## Coefficients:
##

Estimate Std. Error t value Pr(>|t|)

## (Intercept)

3.549e-03

7.236e-05

49.050

< 2e-16 ***

## AFTER_EXP2

-4.959e-04

1.023e-04

-4.848 1.32e-06 ***

## --## Signif. codes:

0 '***' 0.001 '**' 0.01 '*' 0.05 '.' 0.1 ' ' 1

##
## Residual standard error: 0.002595 on 2572 degrees of freedom
## Multiple R-squared:
## F-statistic:

0.009055,

Adjusted R-squared:

23.5 on 1 and 2572 DF,

0.00867

p-value: 1.321e-06

#nonexpansion states property crime linear regression
nonexp_lin.reg.p <- lm(PROP_PERCAP ~ AFTER_EXP, data = nonexp_df)
summary(nonexp_lin.reg.p)

##
## Call:
## lm(formula = PROP_PERCAP ~ AFTER_EXP, data = nonexp_df)
##
## Residuals:
##

Min

1Q

Median

3Q

Max

## -0.004026 -0.002140 -0.000492

0.001552

0.042140

##
## Coefficients:
##

Estimate Std. Error t value Pr(>|t|)

## (Intercept)

4.026e-03

7.157e-05

56.248

< 2e-16 ***

## AFTER_EXP2

-6.995e-04

1.012e-04

-6.911 5.68e-12 ***

## --## Signif. codes:

0 '***' 0.001 '**' 0.01 '*' 0.05 '.' 0.1 ' ' 1

##
## Residual standard error: 0.003025 on 3570 degrees of freedom
## Multiple R-squared:

0.0132, Adjusted R-squared:

## F-statistic: 47.76 on 1 and 3570 DF,

0.01293

p-value: 5.679e-12

#DiD analysis
fin_analysis.p <- lm(PROP_PERCAP ~ AFTER_EXP + EXPANSION_STATUS + DiD, data = agg
_df)
summary(fin_analysis.p)

##
## Call:
## lm(formula = PROP_PERCAP ~ AFTER_EXP + EXPANSION_STATUS + DiD,
##

data = agg_df)

##
## Residuals:
##

Min

1Q

Median

3Q

Max

## -0.004026 -0.002055 -0.000406

0.001501

0.042140

##
## Coefficients:
##

Estimate Std. Error t value Pr(>|t|)

## (Intercept)

0.0038223

0.0001312

29.143

-0.0009032

0.0002216

-4.076 4.64e-05 ***

## EXPANSION_STATUS2 -0.0006803

0.0002333

-2.917

## DiD

0.0001475

1.380

## AFTER_EXP2

0.0002036

< 2e-16 ***

0.00355 **
0.16751

## --## Signif. codes:

0 '***' 0.001 '**' 0.01 '*' 0.05 '.' 0.1 ' ' 1

##
## Residual standard error: 0.002853 on 6142 degrees of freedom
## Multiple R-squared:
## F-statistic:

0.01586,

Adjusted R-squared:

33 on 3 and 6142 DF,

0.01538

p-value: < 2.2e-16

